Reforestation: More Than Planting Trees
(NAPSA)—DEAR DR. MOORE:
How many trees are planted
each year compared to the
number harvested?
It would put a lot of minds to
rest if we could make this calculation, but it isn’t that
simple. Harvesting
is measured by area
(acres/hectares) or
the volume of wood
and not the number
of trees. The fact
that 1.6 billion trees
are planted each
Dr. Moore
year in North America doesn’t even tell half the story,
because harvested areas are often
seeded or allowed to regenerate
naturally, depending on the characteristics of the site.
A better way to determine the
success of reforestation is by comparing forest growth to the
amount of timber harvested.
Satellite tracking shows that
North American forests have
grown in volume of timber by 20
percent since 1970 and cover
about the same area now as they
did 100 years ago. There are two
reasons for this. The amount of
timber harvested has been consistently less than forest growth
and there has been no net expansion of farmland during the past
century.
The laws governing reforestation depend on whether the land
is public or privately owned. On
public lands, regulations are in
place to keep harvest levels in
check and ensure prompt regeneration. The main incentive for
private landowners is the fact
that sustainably managed forests
keep providing value. There’s

a l s o t h e n e e d t o s at i s fy c us tomers, which is why many forest companies seek sustainable
forest certification. In the U.S.
and Canada, about 250 million
acres have been independently
certified as sustainably managed
to one of three main standards
(equivalent to more than twice
the size of California).
Interestingly, most deforestation in North America has nothing
to do with forestry. It’s caused by
urban development and the conversion of lands for agriculture.
The good news is that this goes
both ways—almost any piece of
land can be returned to a forested
state by replanting and tending.
One of my favorite examples is
the New York State Forest Program, which started early in the
last century when new rail and
canal systems sparked an exodus
of farmers to the prairies. Beginning with the reforestation of
abandoned farms, New York
increased its forest cover from
about 20 percent in 1890 to 62
percent today.
Reforestation is an obvious and
essential part of forest management. As a sensible environmentalist, I’m encouraged that North
American forests continue to
increase in volume and by the fact
that governments, industries,
environmentalists and the public
all seem to share this common
goal.
Dr. Patrick Moore has been a
leader of the environmental movement for more than 30 years. A cofounder of Greenpeace, he holds a
PhD in ecology and a BSc in forest
biology. Questions can be sent to
Patrick@SensibleEnvironmental
ist.com.

Safer, Faster
Temperature Taking
(NAPSA)—It’s time to check
the medicine cabinet. Are there
old, outdated mercury thermometers lurking behind the pain medication and throat lozenges?
The American Academy of
Pediatrics recommends parents
immediately stop using mercury
thermometers because of the
health dangers they pose when
broken and cleaned up improperly.

Parents and children appreciate
safe, new digital thermometers
made without glass or mercury. The
display is large and easy to read in
Fahrenheit or Celsius.
Instead, doctors recommend
digital thermometers made without glass or mercury. They are
safe, quick and accurate. Now digital thermometers featuring cartoon character Dora the Explorer™
make temperature-taking more
pleasant for children, and the
nine-second temperature readouts
also make temperature-taking
easier for parents.
For more information and a tip
sheet on “How To Know When
Kids Are Too Sick To Go,” log on to
www.bd.com/thermometers.
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Small Business Owners Claim Their Corner Of The Web
(NAPSA)—One of the best
ways for small businesses to raise
their bottom lines is to put the
Web to work.
That’s the news from analysts
who say that 70 percent of Americans have home Internet access,
making small businesses without
Web sites comparable to small
businesses not listed in the phone
book. If customers can’t find a
company online, they explain, customers may not find that company
at all.
Yet studies show that a surprisingly large number of small
businesses have no Web presence.
Experts attribute that fact to
causes ranging from a lack of
technological knowledge to a lack
of money. However, there are a
number of ways by which small
companies can develop Web sites
without spending much time,
effort or cash.
For instance, companies such
as Register.com let small businesses build their own professional Web sites with easy-to-use
templates and instructions. Its
WebSiteNOW! service provides
24/7 tech support by telephone, email or online chat, and it is
specifically designed for smallbusiness owners with very little
computer knowledge. Just as
important, though, the service is
relatively inexpensive and costs a

The Web can help small businesses weave a network of new
customers.
considerable amount less than the
average Web designer.
Small businesses that use the
service can also create professional e-mail addresses for their
companies. The addresses tend to
appear more reputable to consumers than do e-mails sent from
public e-mail accounts such as
Yahoo or Hotmail—and they can
be a great way to reach out to
current and prospective online
customers.
Perhaps the greatest benefit
the Web gives to small business is
the ability to level the playing
field. Small companies that are
online can reach the same amount
of customers as big businesses—
and thanks to new Web services,
they won’t need an expensive IT
department to do it.
For more information, visit
www.Register.com.

(NAPSA)—A fascinating medical discovery was made in 1998
by researchers studying how certain viruses grow and multiply: a
virus named the Respiratory
Enteric Orphan virus, or reovirus, has the ability to grow in
and kill a broad range of cancer
cells without growing in or damaging normal, noncancerous
cells. This discovery led to the formation of Oncolytics Biotech Inc.,
a company established to develop
the reovirus, REOLYSIN™, as a potential treatment for cancer. To
learn more, visit www.oncolytics
biotech.com.
As men age, urinary problems
can be caused by an enlarged
prostate, a condition known as
Benign Prostatic Hyperplasia
(BPH). BPH is a noncancerous
progressive condition where prostate cells grow more rapidly than
normal. BPH can cause unpleasant symptoms, such as difficulty
starting urination, frequent or
urgent urination or increased frequency of urination at night.
Some forms of treatment can
cause sexual side effects. Fortunately, medications such as Uroxatral help improve BPH symptoms without sexual side effects.
For additional information about
BPH or to take a self-assessment
quiz, visit www.prostatedisease.org.
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Getting The Most From Your Mortgage
(NAPSA)—Buying a new home
can be an exciting time, but going
through the process of getting a
mortgage can be stressful. Fortunately, it may be easier than you
think to find the loan that’s right
for you.
Here are some tips on getting
the best mortgage experience:
• You can smooth the approval
process by gathering as much documentation as possible before you
apply. Some important things to
have are W-2’s and income tax
returns from the last few years,
copies of pay stubs, a copy of your
credit report and bank statements
for all accounts (checking and savings) for the last several months.
• Compare lenders before you
make a commitment. You don’t get
a bonus for speed—in fact, haste
could cost you hundreds or even
thousands of dollars over the life
of the mortgage. Be sure you’re
comparing loans with equivalent
terms and other considerations.
• Get as much information as
possible. Talk to friends and relatives who have recently secured
mortgages or look for books and
Web sites that can help you find
out more about the process or certain lenders.
• See if a shorter term is right
for you. Don’t just assume that a
15- or 20-year mortgage will send
your payments sky-high—make
the comparison, and you may find
you can afford to more quickly pay
off your mortgage.
• If you’re only going to be in
the house for a short time, less
than five years, an adjustable-rate
mortgage may be better for you.

The initial rate is lower, and you
can arrange for increases to take
effect after you’ve moved.
• Look at lenders’ customer
satisfaction ratings as well as
their terms. You want to minimize
aggravation as well as costs.
One of the nation’s fastest
growing lenders now makes
b o r rowers a customer service
promise. Opteum Financial Services created their Five-Star
Experience to specifically address
the issues that cause consumers
to give the mortgage industry low
marks. They promise personal
service, fast approval, tracking
and clear communication about all
aspects of your loan. Opteum
promises to deliver a Five-Star
Experience when you close a loan
with them, and gives you a phone
number and e-mail address to easily contact them for a $500 check
if they don’t.
To l e a r n m o r e , g o t o www.
opteum.com.

(NAPSA)—The best way to personalize a wedding gift is to take a
cue from the couple’s hobbies, home,
habits or their interests, say experts
at a popular bridal resource called
The Knot (www. theknot.com). For
example, a new single-serve coffee
system such as the one from Senseo
(Senseo.com, under $70) fits the
lifestyles of today’s busy couples. If
the couple likes entertaining, consider the Krups panini maker
(Williams-Sonoma.com, under $85).
Or the new Philips KEY019
Camcorder (www.thingstodoyourthing.com, under $250) can be just
right for a honeymooning duo.
The greatest natural threat to
homes in the U.S. is flooding. If
your home is flooded, don’t hesitate to call in an expert. Because
bacterial growth can start almost
immediately, a professional response in the first 24 hours can
make all the difference. Experts
at services such as ServiceMaster
Clean are trained, equipped and
ready to restore homes after any
disaster, from water in the basement to fire and smoke damage in
the kitchen. For more information, call 800-RESPOND or visit
www.servicemasterclean.com.
When selling your home, make
sure the inside sparkles: Before
the potential buyer steps foot in
the door, clean, clean, clean! If
you don’t have a lot of time to
clean, make a quick pass through
the house with the Swiffer Sweep
+ Vac, which combines the Swiffer
cloth with a small vacuum for a
quick yet thorough clean. Try to
de-clutter as much as possible.

Having everything neat and organized not only looks nice but also
creates the illusion of space, making your house appear larger.
A national study showed that a
majority of parents give school
vouchers a good grade. Parents
want the freedom to choose a
school based on its quality, not
their address, say experts at the
Milton and Rose D. Friedman
Foundation. They want an education that works for their child,
regardless of whether the school
is public or private. The study,
sponsored by the Friedman Foundation, showed that 63 percent
support school vouchers.
A growing number of people
are playing the house from the
comfort of their home. Today, over
five million Americans gamble
online, and the Web site at
CasinoFortune.com is at the center of the Internet gambling
craze. If you log on from home you
can play the same casino games
real-time but without the long
drive, parking and secondhand
smoke.

A major mor tgage lender is
putting its money where its
mouth is.

